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You can add data from Gravitational waves and Neutrinos to the above list
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Big data pose challenges for capture, cleaning, storage, processing, sharing, mining, 
analysis, and visualization

Lei et al. 2020
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Velocity means the speed of producing, transmitting, and analyzing data. Speaking of 
data volume, LSST will generate one SDSS each night for 10 years. 

LSST expects to find 1000 new supernovae each night for 10 years. How to mine, 
classify, and target the supernovae candidates and make follow-up observations in 10 
years time is a huge challenge for astronomers.

LSST SDSS
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It is a golden era for Astrophysics to deal with the challenges and opportunities 
generated by the massive data volume, rates, and complexity from next-generation 
telescopes.

Data mining is of great importance in the big data era. It helps physicists to discover 
potential and useful information from the large amounts of data.

Data mining tasks mainly consist of summarization, classification, regression, clustering, 
and outlier/anomaly detection.
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ML in Astrophysics
• Spatial clustering


• Source classification with images


• Object detection


• Data cleaning 


• Inferring stellar parameters from spectra


• Signal detection


•  …
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Tundo et al. 2012

Spatial clustering 



Source classification with images



Kyle W. Willett et al. 2013 https://www.galaxyzoo.org/ 
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Neural Networks (NNs)



Object detection in images



Bonaldi+ …. + Zhoolideh +…2020

SKA Data challenge #1







GAN (Generative Adversarial Network)





Hands on part: Classifying RR Lyrae variables and main sequence stars 
RR Lyrae variables are pulsating horizontal branch stars of spectral class A or F, with a mass of around half 
the Sun's.
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